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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Recent studies suggest that the lived environment can affect cogni
tion across the lifespan. We examined, in a large cohort of older
adults (n = 3447), whether susceptibility to a multisensory illusion,
the Sound-Induced Flash Illusion (SIFI), was influenced by the
reported urbanity of current and childhood (at age 14 years) resi
dence. If urban environments help to shape healthy perceptual
function, we predicted reduced SIFI susceptibility in urban dwellers.
Participants reporting urban, compared with rural, childhood resi
dence were less susceptible to SIFI at longer Stimulus-Onset
Asynchronies (SOAs). Those currently residing in urban environments
were more susceptible to SIFI at longer SOAs, particularly if they
scored low on general cognitive function. These findings held even
when controlling for a several covariates, such as age, sex, education,
social participation and cognitive ability. Exposure to urban environ
ments in childhood may influence individual differences in percep
tion and offer a multisensory perceptual benefit in older age.
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Introduction
Our world is becoming more urbanized and, simultaneously, the average age of the popula
tion is increasing. Understanding the impact of urbanization upon physical and cognitive
health across the lifespan is therefore critical to public health and is of global interest.
Exposure to urban environments may confer some cognitive benefits across the lifecourse. Dementia and cognitive impairment in aging are more frequent in rural than in
urban dwellers, even when lifestyle and accessibility of services are taken into account (for
review see Cassarino & Setti, 2015). Proposed accounts for these differences include
education (Contador et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2014; Weden et al., 2018), social participation
(Vogelsang, 2016) and socioeconomic factors (Nunes et al., 2010). However, Cassarino and
Setti (2015) proposed that exposure to a multiplicity of sensory stimulation might serve to
“train the brain”. Living in areas with a mix of residential and land-use services has been
associated with better cognitive performance in aging (Wu et al., 2016), which has been
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ascribed to the opportunities for cognitive stimulation offered by a more complex
environment (Cassarino & Setti, 2016; Wu et al., 2015).
One aspect of the environment that might have an impact with regards to brain
training is that it is multisensory in nature, and the multisensory properties of our
environment may differ depending on urbanity level. Urban environments present an
abundance of sensory input; the sounds of pedestrian crossings, the sirens and flashing
lights of emergency vehicles, competing smells from restaurants, the touch of colliding
passersby. The urban world is a multisensory metropolis. Whilst rural environments also
include multisensory cues, the nature of these cues differ from those in the urban world.
For example, the urban world contains more visual “clutter” (Linnell et al., 2013), “manmade” sounds and higher auditory noise levels (European Environment Agency, 2020),
whilst rural landscapes, which contain more open spaces and sounds associated with
nature, can pose lower sensory and cognitive demands (see Cassarino & Setti, 2016).
Given the differences in these sensory environments it might be expected that multi
sensory perception is differentially shaped by urbanity.
The ability to coordinate and integrate several senses appears to be fundamental to
healthy cognition across the lifespan. For example, children (Denervaud et al., 2020) and
older adults (Murray et al., 2018) who show faster response times for multisensory relative
to unisensory stimuli also show better cognitive performance. Following this, inefficient
patterns of multisensory integration have been associated with Mild Cognitive
Impairment (Chan et al., 2015), falls and balance (Setti et al., 2011; Stapleton et al.,
2014) and poorer global cognitive performance (Hernández et al., 2019) in older adults.
Furthermore, working memory load has also been shown to affect multisensory integra
tion in young adults (Michail & Keil, 2018). There are therefore evident links between
multisensory perception and cognition as well as urbanization and cognition. However,
whether urbanization and multisensory perception are related remains, to our knowl
edge, unexplored. In this study, we therefore investigated the impact of the lived
environment on multisensory perception in aging.
In a study of 3765 older adults from 'The Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing' (TILDA),
Cassarino et al. (2016) reported that older adults currently dwelling in urban environ
ments showed better general cognitive and executive function compared with their rural
counterparts. When population density was considered as a proxy for urbanization, the
effect of urbanization on cognitive function was modulated by the presence of functional
limitations (i.e. physical disabilities and difficulties experienced with activities in daily
living, Cassarino et al., 2018). In Cassarino et al.’s 2016 study, the greatest benefits to
cognitive function were observed in rural-living participants reporting an urban com
pared with a rural childhood. These participants showed cognitive performance similar to
those reporting an urban residence currently as well as in childhood (i.e. their perfor
mance was better than those reporting childhood-rural and current-rural residence). Thus,
it is possible that urban environments provide the necessary cognitive stimulation during
childhood that might serve to benefit cognitive aging (White & Shah, 2019).
Living in the urban world requires a different approach to monitoring the environment
for interesting or dangerous objects or situations. Urban dwellers tend to prioritize
divided (or exploratory) over focused attention (Linnell et al., 2013), and this might be
driven by differences in attention mechanisms that are influenced by arousal (Linnell &
Caparos, 2020; Linnell et al., 2014). The environment currently lived in also appears to
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influence perception, as urban dwellers manifest global processing biases, utilizing irre
levant contextual information to guide perceptual judgments (see White & Shah, 2019 for
discussion). For example, urban dwellers are more susceptible to the Ebbinghaus illusion,
in which size estimates for a central circle are influenced by the size of surrounding
irrelevant circles (Caparos et al., 2012; De Fockert et al., 2007). This effect of urbanity
emerges in childhood (Bremner et al., 2016). However, Caparos et al. (2012) also found
that even brief exposure to urban environments was sufficient to induce global biases in
rural dwellers. If urban exposure in childhood does serve to change perception, it is
therefore possible that these perceptual changes remain malleable in adulthood depend
ing on the characteristics of the lived environment.
It is possible that processing information at a global level poses an adaptive advantage in
the urban world. For example, whilst crossing the road, several signals may need to be
processed in order to cross safely; a person might want to focus on the pedestrian crossing
signal (the red/green person), but might also want to be aware of an approaching cyclist or
a bump in the pavement that could cause a trip (White & Shah, 2019). Although one might
encounter these situations in both urban and rural contexts, such perceptually complex
situations might be expected to occur more frequently in the urban world. Thus, processing
global context information might be relatively beneficial when navigating urban areas.
Despite the multisensory nature of the environment, it has yet to be determined
whether urban dwellers manifest global biases in multisensory contexts. For example, it
is unclear whether urban residents are more likely to integrate multiple sensory signals
separated in space and/or time. Based on existing evidence, it might be expected that
perception in urban dwellers would also be more affected by irrelevant cross-sensory
information, but this has not yet been tested.
A well-established paradigm in which irrelevant information influences perception
across the senses is the Sound-Induced Flash Illusion (SIFI) (Shams et al., 2000, 2002; for
reviews see Hirst et al., 2020; Keil, 2020). In this illusion presenting one visual “flash” with
two sequential “beeps” results in the perception of two flashes, even though only one was
physically presented. Critically, in this illusion, perception is influenced by learned “rules of
thumb” regarding how the world ought to appear. In Bayesian terms, these rules of thumb
are termed “priors”, and these priors are used to guide quick and optimal perceptual
judgments (for an outline as to how priors are implemented in audiovisual perception at
the neurocomputational level see Ursino et al., 2019). Susceptibility to the SIFI appears to
arise from such Bayesian optimal inference, combined with the reliability of the informa
tion encoded by each sense (Shams, Ma et al., 2005). Thus, if an individual’s perceptual
system expects discontinuous visual input (multiple flashes) and audition is relatively
more reliable than vision (perhaps due to better temporal acuity, e.g., Welch et al., 1986), it
is likely that participants will report that they saw two flashes when one flash was paired
with two beeps. In line with this, Wang et al. (2019) showed that if participants were
informed that multiple flashes would occur on a higher proportion of trials, illusory
responses were more likely to occur.
Age-related change in vision and hearing has been shown to account for some, but not
all, age-related change in SIFI susceptibility (Hirst et al., 2020, 2019). Thus, it is important to
consider the broad range of factors giving rise to individual differences in perception. It
has been suggested that exposure to natural versus urban scenes can influence temporal
perception (Berry et al., 2015). Given the role of perceptual priors in SIFI susceptibility, it
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would be expected that susceptibility to this illusion might differ between individuals
who have been exposed to urban versus rural environments, in which the temporal
statistics of the environment may differ in terms of the amount and type of multisensory
exposure.
In 2014, The 'Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing' (TILDA) became the first large-scale
study on aging globally to integrate a measure of multisensory function (a task based on
the SIFI) into its healthcare assessment. As TILDA also includes data on childhood and
current exposure to urban and rural environments (Cassarino et al., 2016, 2018), this
affords us, for the first time, the opportunity to investigate the impact of urban environ
ments on multisensory perception. This is a critical question if we are to understand how
urbanization shapes the ability to deal with multiple sensory inputs in our ever-aging
population, particularly in light of the close link between unisensory (Dupuis et al., 2015;
F. R. Lin et al., 2013; M. Y. Lin et al., 2004; Loughrey et al., 2018; See et al., 2011) and
multisensory function (Chan et al., 2015; Hernández et al., 2019) and cognition in aging.
On the one hand, if perception in urban dwellers is more refined due to repeated
exposure to congruous and incongruous multisensory stimuli then it might be expected
that those participants should be less susceptible to the SIFI, particularly when temporal
discrepancy between multisensory stimuli (i.e. Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, SOA) is large.
Consistent with this, increased SIFI susceptibility has been linked with poorer cognitive
function in older adults (Chan et al., 2015) including the TILDA cohort (Hernández et al.,
2019) and it has been argued that urban environments have a benefit on cognitive
function (Cassarino et al., 2016, 2018). Thus, we might expect participants exposed to
urban environments to show patterns of multisensory performance consistent with
healthier cognitive profiles (e.g., be less susceptible to the SIFI). On the other hand, if
urban dwellers have a global processing bias, and this extends to multisensory contexts
(and the temporal domain), we would expect urbanites to be more influenced by
irrelevant auditory information when making visual judgments (e.g., be more susceptible
to the SIFI). Critically, we examined the role of both current and childhood environments
in shaping multisensory perception, thus we can consider the impact of urbanization
upon future generations growing up in the urbanized world.

Methods
Participants
Participants were drawn from wave 3 of the 'Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing' (TILDA),
a population representative sample of individuals over 50 years of age from across the
Republic of Ireland (for details of the sampling design see Whelan and Savva, 2013).
Participants completed a Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) carried out by
a trained interviewer as well as a comprehensive clinic-based health assessment, in
which the SIFI was administered. The study was approved by the Trinity College Faculty
of Health Sciences Ethics Committee. Testing protocols conformed to the Declaration of
Helsinki and data collection and storage complied with European GDPR. All participants
provided written, informed consent when they first participated in the study and consent
was repeated at wave 3 (the focus of this study). Nurses performing the healthcare
assessment were informed that participants who were deaf and/or blind would not be
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eligible to partake in the SIFI test. Table 1 outlines the operationalization of variables
included in the models and Figure 1 outlines sample selection protocol. As shown in Table
2 the final sample consisted of mainly female participants and ranged 50 to 93 years of
age. Most participants reported obtaining a minimum of secondary school education.
General cognitive function was assessed using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA), and data from participants obtaining a score below 23, indicating possible mild
cognitive impairment, were excluded (Carson et al., 2018).

Procedure
Residence
The geographical location of residence of the respondent at the time of the interview was
assessed by the interviewer according to three categories: (a) urban, (b) other settlements,
(c) rural areas. These categories were assessed based on the Irish Census, 2011 (www.cso.
ie), such that the “urban” category refers to the Dublin area, which is the only urban
settlement with more than one million inhabitants in the Republic of Ireland, “other
settlements” included five cities, five boroughs, and 75 towns with a population ranging
from 1,500 to less than 200,000 inhabitants, rural areas were settlements with
a population of less than 1,500. Childhood residence was assessed via self-report, when
Table 1. Variables included in the model and operationalization of each measure. LogMAR = acuity
score for the better eye the visual acuity score (VAS) inverts the LogMAR scale such that a score of 100
represents a logMAR score of 0 or 20/20 vision and lower scores indicate poorer vision,
2B0F = accuracy for judging 2 Beeps presented with no Flashes with 70 ms SOA, 0B2F = accuracy
for judging 2 Flashes presented with no Beeps with 70 ms SOA 1B1F = accuracy for judging 1 Flash
presented with 1 Beep. SOA = Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment,
NART = National Adult Reading Test, TIA = Transient Ischemic Attack.
Dimension and measure
Stimulus Parameters
SOA (ms)
Pre/Post
Residence
Current Residence
Childhood Residence
Sociodemographic
Age
Sex
Education
Social participation
Father social class
Cognitive
MoCA
NART
Sensory
Self-reported vision
Self-reported hearing
Visual Acuity Score
Use of hearing assistive
device
2B0F accuracy (70 ms)
0B2F accuracy (70 ms)
1B1F accuracy
TIA/Stroke

Operationalization
70, 150, 230
Whether the second beep preceded (Pre) or followed (Post) the bimodal flash-beep
stimulus.
Dublin city or county; Other towns/cities, a rural area
Urban, Rural (at around aged 14)
Years
Male, Female
Primary, Secondary, Third or higher
Participation in social clubs: “Yes”/“No”
Professional/managerial; Non Manual; Manual; Farmer; Unemployed; Unknown
Score out of 30
Score out of 50
1 = Excellent, 2 = Very good, 3 = Good, 4 = Fair, 5 = Poor
1 = Excellent, 2 = Very good, 3 = Good, 4 = Fair, 5 = Poor
100–50*LogMAR
Use of hearing aid, some of the time, all of the time or use of amplifier: “Yes/No”
Proportion correct (0, 0.5, 1)
Proportion correct (0, 0.5, 1)
Proportion correct (0, 0.5, 1)
Yes/No at any wave of TILDA
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Figure 1. Sampling selection procedure. MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment, NART = National
Adult Reading Test.

participants first took part in the TILDA study, they were asked “Were you living in a rural
area when you were about age 14?”, participants responding “yes” and “no” to this
question were characterized as having rural and urban childhood residence respectively
(see Table 2 for characteristics of each group).

Sound-induced flash illusion
The specific task based on the Sound-Induced Flash Illusion (SIFI) used in TILDA has
been described elsewhere (see Hernández et al., 2019; Hirst et al., 2019). Testing took
place in a dimly lit testing room with the nurse who conducted the healthcare assess
ment. Participants were seated in front of a computer (Dell Latitude E6400 with Intel
Core 2 Duo CPU, 2Gb RAM, using Windows 7 Professional OS, 60 Hz refresh rate) and
instructed to look at the fixation cross at the center of the screen. If the participant
usually wore glasses or hearing aids they also wore them during the assessment.
A fixation cross marked the start of each trial and appeared for 1000 ms. The visual
and/or auditory stimuli were then presented. The visual stimulus comprised a white disc
(1.5° visual angle, 32fl luminance approximately), projected onto a black background
positioned 5 cm below the central fixation (4.77° visual angle) cross for 16 ms. Viewing
distance was approximately 60 cm. Auditory beeps were brief bursts of 3500 Hz sounds
(10 ms, 1 ms ramp), presented aloud at approximately 80 dB via the inbuilt speakers in
the laptop.
The main testing block contained multisensory illusory trials (2B1F) multisensory nonillusory trials (2B2F, 1B1F) and unisensory visual trials (0B2F, 0B1F).1 Illusory trials (2B1F)
were presented at one of six SOAs, −230 ms, −150 ms, −70 ms, 70 ms, 150 ms, 230 ms,
where negative values indicate that the second beep was presented before the flash-beep
pair (which we refer to as “Pre” in our analysis, as opposed to “Post” where the second beep
followed the flash). Congruent 2B2F trials were presented at three SOAs, 70 ms, 150 ms,
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Table 2. Demographic information for participants reporting childhood and current urban/rural
residence. Categorical variables are shown as count (%). MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment,
NART = National Adult Reading Test, VAS = Visual Acuity Score.
Childhood
res.
Current res.
Age
min
max
mean (sd)
Sex
Female
Male
Education
Primary/
none
Secondary
Third/
higher

Rural

Urban

A rural area
N = 1,121

Another town
or city
N = 417

Dublin City or
county
N = 296

A rural area
N = 360

Another town
or city
N = 485

Dublin City or
county
N = 768

50
88
62.95 ± 7.11

50
88
65.17 ± 7.63

50
86
66.75 ± 8.07

51
90
63.34 ± 7.23

50
85
64.25 ± 7.86

50
93
64.95 ± 8.43

628 (56)
493 (44)

242 (58)
175 (42)

177 (60)
119 (40)

207 (58)
153 (42)

261 (54)
224 (46)

411 (54)
357 (46)

171 (15)

52 (12)

46 (16)

34 (9)

66 (14)

118 (15)

504 (45)
446 (40)

191 (46)
174 (42)

99 (33)
151 (51)

147 (41)
179 (50)

195 (40)
224 (46)

258 (34)
392 (51)

245 (59)
172 (41)

175 (59)
121 (41)

192 (53)
168 (47)

270 (56)
215 (44)

473 (62)
295 (38)

23
27
30
26.80 ± 1.94

23
27
30
26.78 ± 2.00

23
28
30
27.30 ± 1.93

23
27
30
26.83 ± 2.03

23
27
30
27.09 ± 2.07

4
30
49
28.55 ± 10.97

4
35
48
31.95 ± 10.28

0
33
48
30.30 ± 11.14

2
33
50
29.93 ± 11.57

1
35
50
31.52 ± 11.51

9 (2)
54 (13)
137 (33)
149 (36)
68 (16)

1 (0)
32 (11)
94 (32)
90 (30)
79 (27)

8 (2)
52 (14)
103 (29)
114 (32)
83 (23)

6 (1)
60 (12)
145 (30)
163 (34)
111 (23)

9 (1)
93 (12)
251 (33)
227 (30)
188 (24)

4 (1)
25 (6)
176 (42)
155 (37)
57 (14)

2 (1)
11 (4)
96 (32)
117 (40)
70 (24)

1 (0)
26 (7)
120 (33)
149 (41)
64 (18)

6 (1)
35 (7)
181 (37)
165 (34)
98 (20)

11 (1)
53 (7)
243 (32)
273 (36)
188 (24)

60
97
112
95.21 ± 9.06

61
97
113
94.95 ± 8.70

66
98
115
96.14 ± 8.33

20
98
113
96.56 ± 8.54

59
98
113
96.29 ± 8.47

41 (10)
376 (90)

28 (9)
268 (91)

18 (5)
342 (95)

31 (6)
454 (94)

49 (6)
719 (94)

Social Participation
Yes
639 (57)
No
482 (43)
MoCA
min
23
median
27
max
30
mean (sd)
26.73 ± 1.98
NART
min
0
median
23
max
50
mean (sd)
25.56 ± 11.15
Self-reported hearing
Poor
16 (1)
Fair
117 (10)
Good
392 (35)
Very good
393 (35)
Excellent
203 (18)
Self-reported vision
Poor
3 (0)
Fair
63 (6)
Good
472 (42)
Very good
434 (39)
Excellent
149 (13)
VAS
min
55
median
98
max
114
mean (sd)
96.71 ± 8.20
Hearing
aid
Yes
51 (5)
No
1,070 (95)

230 ms. Unisensory 0B2F trials were presented at one SOA, 70 ms. Each trial type was
presented twice within a block and in random order across participants. Before the main
testing block, a practice phase was presented comprising one trial from each of the following
conditions: illusory 2B1F (SOAs of 70, 150, and 230), non-illusory 2B2F and 1B1F, and
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unisensory visual 0B2F 70 ms. Participants were asked to report the number of visual flashes
perceived. Once a response was provided, the nurse, who sat near the participant, recorded
the participant’s vocal responses by pressing the corresponding number key on a laptop. The
nurse then pressed the space bar to continue to the next trial. A separate block of unisensory
auditory trials was then presented. In this block, either 1 beep or 2 beeps were presented in
the absence of any flash (1B0F, 2B0F). In the unisensory 2B0F condition, the two beeps were
presented at three SOAs, 70 ms, 150 ms, and 230 ms. Participants were asked to identify the
number of beeps they heard. As in the main block, the nurse pressed the corresponding key
once a verbal response was given. Two trials per condition were presented in this block.

Data analysis
Statistical analyses were performed in the R statistical programming environment (R
studio version 3.6.1; R CoreTeam, 2018). Our dependent variable was accuracy for judging
the number of flashes. This score represented the proportion correct (0, 0.5 or 1) for each
participant. We therefore implemented generalized logistic mixed-effect models using
“glmer” in the “lme4” package (family = “binomial”) (Bates et al., 2015).
Our fixed effects of interest were Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA), childhood resi
dence (rural or urban), and current residence (Dublin city/county, another city or town,
rural). To assess if residence moderated the pattern of performance on the SIFI we
included three interactions terms: SOA x childhood residence, SOA x current residence,
and SOA x childhood residence x current residence. The significance of SOA and the
interaction terms were assessed using likelihood ratio tests (comparing the fit of each
model with and without that term, whilst considering covariates). A list of all covariates
included in the model and their operationalization are shown in Table 1, the formulae of
all models are shown in supplementary material. We report four models:
● Model 1 included all terms and is non-adjusted;
● Model 2 included all terms and is adjusted for relevant covariates;
● Model 3 included only interaction terms that significantly improved model fit and is

adjusted for relevant covariates (i.e. Model 2 without the three-way interaction
between SOA, current residence and childhood residence);
● Finally, Model 4 included additional interaction terms to, firstly, assess whether the
observed effects withstood the inclusion of previously reported interactions (SOA x
MoCA and SOA x sex; Hernández et al., 2019) and, secondly, to further assess the
relationship between general cognition (MoCA), residence, and SOA.
For completion, we conducted supplementary analyses, which indicated that the urbanity
of childhood and/or current residence did not influence unisensory performance (see
Supplementary section S4).

Results
As shown in Figure 2, the odds of making a correct response in the 2B1F illusory condition
were significantly lower at both 150 ms and 230 ms SOA relative to the 70 ms SOA
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reference condition for both groups. A likelihood ratio test showed that including the
factor “SOA” significantly improved the fit of the model (χ2(2) = 2252.3, p <.001).
Childhood residence interacted with SOA. Considering reference performance at
70 ms, participants reporting an urban childhood residence were less susceptible to the
illusion (i.e. more accurate) at longer SOAs compared with those reporting a rural child
hood residence, this comparison reached significance at both 150 and 230 ms SOA (see
Figure 2). The childhood residence by SOA interaction term significantly improved the
model fit (χ2(2) = 43.59, p < .001).
A likelihood ratio test showed that the three-way interaction between childhood
residence, current residence, and SOA did not significantly improve the model fit
(χ2(6) = 7.48, p = .279). As such, although the interaction between current residence and
SOA did significantly improve the fit of the model containing all terms (χ2(4) = 13.13,
p = .011), this effect was seen only when the three-way interaction was dropped from the
model. Dropping the three-way interaction from the model showed that participants
reporting a current urban residence were more susceptible to the illusion at the longest
SOA of 230 ms, considering performance in the reference condition (70 ms) relative to
rural dwellers (Figure 2a, model 3 and Figure 2c).
As previously reported (Hernández et al., 2019), those with higher MoCA scores were
less susceptible to the SIFI at longer SOAs and females were more susceptible to the SIFI at
longer SOAs. Both interaction terms (MoCAx SOA and sex x SOA) significantly improved
model fit (χ2(2) = 164.66, p < .001 and χ2(2) = 409.6, p < .001 respectively). To assess whether
the relationships between residency and SIFI performance at longer SOAs could be linked
to cognitive function, we included two additional three-way interaction terms, Childhood
residence x SOA x MoCA and Current residence x SOA x MoCA, the three-way interaction
with current, but not childhood, residence improved model fit (χ2(6) = 14.142, p = .028 and
χ2(3) = 6.332, p = .097 respectively). For those currently living in the most urban areas (i.e.
Dublin), lower general cognition coincided with less efficient multisensory processing (i.e.
greater SIFI susceptibility; see Supplemental figure, section S3).

Discussion
In this study, we examined the effect of urban compared with rural residence, both
currently and in childhood, upon multisensory perception in aging. The findings
showed that, relative to those reporting a rural childhood, participants reporting an
urban childhood environment were less susceptible to the Sound-Induced Flash
Illusion (SIFI) at longer Stimulus-Onset Asynchronies (SOAs); a pattern consistent
with performance in younger compared with older adults (e.g., McGovern et al.,
2014) and termed “efficient” multisensory integration based on associated clinical
outcomes (Setti et al., 2011, 2014). Notably, an effect of residence was not observed
at shorter SOAs. Given that reduced temporal acuity rather than differences in multi
sensory perception per se are associated with performance at short SOAs (Hirst et al.,
2020), and given the adverse outcomes that have been associated with sustained SIFI
susceptibility at longer SOAs (e.g., Chan et al., 2015; Setti et al., 2011) we focus our
discussion on the effects we observed in this study at longer SOAs. It has already been
proposed that urban childhood residence may positively affect cognitive function in
aging (Cassarino et al., 2016, 2018), and that urban environments can “train” the brain
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Figure 2. A) Odds ratio for making a correct response on illusory 2B1F trials (i.e. a “one flash” response)
based on predictors included for models 1, 3 and 4. For complete results see Supplementary Table S1.
Lower panels show the predicted probability of accuracy at each SOA for participants grouped on
childhood residence at around age 14 years (panel b) and current residence (panel c). 95% confidence
intervals are shown. SOA = Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment,
Curr. = Current.

(Cassarino & Setti, 2015). Our results extend these findings to the realm of multi
sensory perception.
In contrast to the results based on childhood residence, we observed that participants
currently residing in urban, rather than rural, environments were more susceptible to the
SIFI at long SOAs, and this was most prominent in those with lower scores on general
cognitive function (MoCA).2 This result appears consistent with findings in the spatial
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domain (e.g., the Ebbinghaus illusion), showing that visual perception in urban dwellers is
influenced by irrelevant information separated in space, reflecting a global processing bias
(Bremner et al., 2016; Caparos et al., 2012). Our findings may suggest this may extend to the
temporal domain, as those currently living in urban environments were more likely to
process irrelevant information separated in time. Furthermore, our findings imply that the
effect of current residence, but not childhood residence, appears more associated with
general cognitive function. Since the majority of the global processing literature has focused
on the visual, spatial domain, an interesting direction for multisensory research would be to
explore if the lived environment influences the integration of multisensory information
separated in space, such as in the ventriloquist illusion (Howard & Templeton, 1966) or in
terms of integration “capacity” (Van der Burg et al., 2013; Wilbiks & Dyson, 2018).
The effect of urbanity on global versus local processing biases has been shown to shift
depending on the current lived-in environment (Caparos et al., 2012), and our findings of
differing effects of childhood and current residence are consistent with this. It is possible
that the effect of current lived-in environment is linked to higher level processing, as
suggested by the interaction with the MoCA. Converging neuroimaging evidence shows
that the SIFI results from early, direct modulation of visual cortex by auditory inputs (Shams,
Iwaki et al., 2005; Watkins et al., 2007, 2006). The mechanisms by which SIFI is mediated by
cognitive functions appear less clear. Whilst the SIFI has been found to be moderated by
memory load (Michail & Keil, 2018) and cognitive expectation (Wang et al., 2019) other
cognitive manipulations such as attentional orienting do not appear to moderate the
illusion. For example, explicitly instructing participants to attend to one or the other
modality (Odegaard et al., 2016) and explicit feedback training does not appear to modulate
illusion perception (Rosenthal et al., 2009). The relationship between the current lived
environment, cognitive function and multisensory perception in aging therefore requires
further empirical investigation, beyond what can be determined from associative studies.
In sum, whilst cognitively demanding urban environments in childhood appear to pose
benefits for perceptual efficiency, exposure to these same environments in later life may
have a differing effect on perception (increasing SIFI susceptibility), particularly in those
with lower cognitive scores. However, as the effect of current residence was less promi
nent than the effect of childhood residence (see Figure 2), our conclusion is offered
cautiously, with further empirical work required to fully elucidate the impact of current
urban versus rural residence on perceptual function in later life.
It is notable that the SIFI is temporal in nature, and it would be expected that perceptual
priors influencing the SIFI should be fundamentally shaped by the temporal statistics of the
environment. Whilst we do not have a thorough mapping of the temporal regularities for
each environment in the current analysis, it might be expected that temporal discontinuity
would be expected to be more frequent in urban environments, thus shaping perception
(see Hirst et al., 2020; Shams et al., 2000, for descriptions of a discontinuity hypothesis in
SIFI). One possibility is that, urban environments shape priors in a way that reduce the
likelihood of coupling auditory and visual information i.e. a reduced common source prior
(Ernst, 2010; Shams & Beierholm, 2010), possibly because these individuals are exposed to
an abundance of sensory cues that do not originate from a common source. However,
without an empirical assessment of the temporal visual and auditory environment in rural
and urban settings we cannot be sure that an imbalance of temporal regularities exists in
the current study. This reflects a limitation of the current study, and a direction for future
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investigation. There are, of course, additional limitations that should be considered. For
example, although TILDA provides a wealth of data by which to control for confounding
factors, participants’ data were not tested for neurodevelopmental disorders which might
influence perceptual function (e.g., ASD, Schizophrenia, etc). Secondly, the categorization of
urban vs. rural environments we implemented may be too broad. Although this approach
remains informative, it is possible that a more fine-grained analysis of environmental
exposure and the temporal statistics of the environment, would allow more precise insight
regarding this question. The current findings provide clear justification to further investigate
the impact that an increasingly urban and multisensory world may have upon perceptual
and cognitive function across the life-course.

Conclusions
We show for the first time that susceptibility to the Sound-Induced Flash Illusion (SIFI) at
long Stimulus Onset Asynchronies (SOAs) is reduced in older adults reporting urban,
versus rural, childhood residence. Furthermore, we found that those reporting current
urban residence were more susceptible to the illusion at longer SOAs and that this was
strongest in those with lower scores on general cognitive function. These findings support
the conclusion that cognitively and perceptually demanding urban environments in
childhood may pose advantages for perceptual function in aging (e.g., more “efficient”
multisensory integration). However, critical remaining questions are whether this benefit
might be mitigated by current residence, and how this relates to cognitive function in
later life.

Notes
1. “B” and “F” indicate the number of Beeps and Flashes, respectively.
2. Although beyond the scope of the current study, it is important to note that the MoCA
reflects a general diagnostic tool for cognitive impairment, and all participants in our selected
sample scored above the cutoff for mild cognitive impairment.
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